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hand we have seen, more than once, the variant KMnga
instead of Kalinga and the ethnique Bhulinga has also
an u* Experts in the Austro-Asiatic languages may
venture, risky as it often is in matters of local onomastic,
to propose etymologies for these names, Father Schmidt,
without thinking of it, has already suggested for Kalinga
an etymology which, if correct, would open a direction
for new researches. In the list of lexicographic corres-
pondences accompanying his article B. E. F. E, 0., VII,
261, he writes under the rubric of words with initial
L (n, 151) : " Kalan [in Nicobarese], white-bellied sea-
eagle, Cuncuma lemogaster^ Khmer Kkleii, Stieng Klin,
a kind of milfrn (Sanskrit Kalinga} : The Sanskrit
Kalinga can very well signify ' the shrike with a forked
tail,' Am. 2,5,16; Hem.;'1333. Bohtlingk and Roth
suggest (P. W.1, sub verbo) for this meaning, an analysis of
the word into Kalim+ga ; they had been, without know-
ing it, anticipated by Sarvananda, who comments, on
Am., 2, 5, 16 : kalim gahanam gacchailti Kalingah.
Kslrasvamin, has also his own interpretation : ke lingam
cudasya Jcalihgah ' it has on its head (ka) its characteristic
sign, its tuft."' These fancies are a useful reminder of the
shifting ground of etymology. If the correspondence indi-
cated by Father Schmidt be recognised as exact, one would be
led to suppose that the eponyms of regions that we have
studied were totems. But the word Kalmga cannot fail
to suggest a completely different connection with the
Tibetan word ffKAssSk. dvipa. Tibetan, of course,
belongs neither to the MundS family nor to the Austro-
Asiatic group; but it has so many features in common
with these languages that it cannot be completely kept
aside from them. The word fflin, now-a-days pronounced
lin in the classical use of Lhasa, contains a prefix y=/foz;

